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Mythos
2019-08-27

mythos is a modern collection of greek myths stylishly retold by legendary writer actor and
comedian stephen fry fry transforms the adventures of zeus and the olympians into emotionally
resonant and deeply funny stories without losing any of their original wonder this stunning book
features classical artwork inspired by the myths as well as learned notes from the author each
adventure is infused with fry s distinctive wit voice and writing style connoisseurs of the greek
myths will appreciate this fresh yet reverential interpretation while newcomers will feel welcome
retellings brim with humor and emotion and offer rich cultural context celebrating the thrills
grandeur and unabashed fun of the greek myths mythos breathes life into ancient tales from
pandora s box to prometheus s fire this gorgeous volume invites you to explore a captivating world
with the brilliant storyteller stephen fry as your guide a collectible volume complete with a textured
case a foil stamped jacket and full color art throughout the perfect gift for greek mythology and
history buffs lovers of ancient greece art aficionados and devoted fans of stephen fry add it to the
shelf with books like circe by madeline miller norse mythology by neil gaiman and mythology
timeless tales of gods and heroes by edith hamilton

Mythology For Dummies
2011-03-21

every culture and time has its myths you might say that myths help us to understand people since
just like people they can be inspirational and beautiful as well as cruel and violent the main players
in mythology are the original drama kings and queens they hang themselves in shame poke out
their own eyes rule cities and marry their relatives and the fun doesn t stop there if you want all the
scoop on gods and goddesses fates and furies monsters and heroes from around the world
mythology for dummies is the who s who of mythological figures that you can t do without it s no
secret that mythology can be confusing for anyone from cultural hero johnny appleseed to manly
odysseus to femme fatale aphrodite and those pesky cyclops running amuck on that faraway island
mythology for dummies covers all the bases including information on greek mythology homer s iliad
and odyssey roman mythology virgil s aeneid beowulf non european mythology also this book will
get you up to speed on the heavy stuff like how mythology intersects with our lives and explores the
meaning of existence organized into chapters on specific topics it breaks down the common types of
myths and mythological figures and offers plain english explanations of how myths have appeared
in cultures throughout the ages you ll find what you need to know on these topics and many more
what makes myths different from legends and fairy tales greek creation myths and those really
ancient greek gods the olympian gods taller younger and better looking than you the greek
goddesses the fairest and the meanest of them all heroes made born and re born mythological
places from elysium fields to atlantis and xanadu roman religion how it was begged borrowed and
stolen you ll also enjoy helpful features like charts comparing major figures and a tear out tip sheet
with a timeline of world civilizations whether you want to dabble in the wonders of mythology or
get serious mythology for dummies will demystify the subject and show you how important myths
can be to a culture you ll never say it s only a myth again

The Greek Myths
1990-09-27

endymion pelops daedalus pygmalion what are the stories behind these and the hundreds of other
familiar names from greek mythology names that recur throughout the history of european culture
in a two volume work that has become a classic reference book for both the serious scholar and the
casual inquirer robert graves retells the adventures of the important gods and heroes worshipped
by the ancient greeks drawing on an enormous range of sources he has brought together all the
elements of every myth in simple narrative form supplying detailed cross references and indexes
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each entry has a full commentary which examines problems of interpretation in both historical and
anthropological terms and in the light of contemporary research

Mythos
2019-08-27

here are the thrills grandeur and unabashed fun of the greek myths stylishly retold by stephen fry
the legendary writer actor and comedian breathes life into ancient tales from pandora s box to
prometheus s fire and transforms the adventures of zeus and the olympians into emotionally
resonant and deeply funny stories without losing any of their original wonder classical artwork
inspired by the myths and learned notes from the author offer rich cultural context

The Greek Myths
2012-03-01

the greek myths contains some of the most thrilling romantic and unforgettable stories in all human
history from achilles rampant on the fields of troy to the gods at sport on mount olympus from
icarus flying too close to the sun to the superhuman feats of heracles theseus and the wily odysseus
these timeless tales exert an eternal fascination and inspiration that have endured for millennia and
influenced cultures from ancient to modern beginning at the dawn of human civilization when the
titan prometheus stole fire from zeus and offered mankind hope the reader is immediately
immersed in the majestic magical and mythical world of the greek gods and heroes as the tales
unfold renowned classicist robin waterfield creates a sweeping panorama of the romance intrigues
heroism humour sensuality and brutality of the greek myths and legends the terrible curse that
plagued the royal houses of mycenae and thebes jason and the golden fleece perseus and the dread
gorgon the wooden horse and the sack of troy these amazing stories have influenced art and
literature from the iron age to the present day and far from being just a treasure trove of timeless
tales the greek myths is a catalogue of greek myth in art through the ages and a notable work of
literature in its own right

Heroes & Monsters of Greek Myth
1967

a retelling of all the great tales of greek mythology in language that is simple swift and highly
dramatic

The Myth
1800

presents traditional tales from greek roman norse american indian asian and other mythologies

The Book of Myths
1993

sarah iles johnston argues that the nature of myths as gripping tales starring vivid characters
enabled them to do their most important work sustaining belief in the gods and heroes of greek
religion she shows how greek myths and the stories told by all cultures affect our shared view of
the cosmos and the creatures who inhabit it
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The Story of Myth
2018-12-03

national bestseller an extraordinary book that reveals how the themes and symbols of ancient
narratives continue to bring meaning to birth death love and war the power of myth launched an
extraordinary resurgence of interest in joseph campbell and his work a preeminent scholar writer
and teacher he has had a profound influence on millions of people including star wars creator
george lucas to campbell mythology was the song of the universe the music of the spheres with bill
moyers one of america s most prominent journalists as his thoughtful and engaging interviewer the
power of myth touches on subjects from modern marriage to virgin births from jesus to john lennon
offering a brilliant combination of intelligence and wit from stories of the gods and goddesses of
ancient greece and rome to traditions of buddhism hinduism and christianity a broad array of
themes are considered that together identify the universality of human experience across time and
culture an impeccable match of interviewer and subject a timeless distillation of campbell s work
the power of myth continues to exert a profound influence on our culture

The Power of Myth
2011-05-18

essays by thomas mann philips rieff mircea eliade and a dozen other contributors on myths in life
and literature many originally published in daedalus by the american academy of arts and sciences

Myth
1997

introduces and retells greek myths including the trojan war odysseus theseus and oedipus and
reviews their continuing legacy

Myth and Mythmaking
1960

a collection of tales from ancient myth and legend isis and osiris gilgamesh hercules pandora
quetzalcoatl and other larger than life figures populate these pages in a wonderful treasury for all
ages

Greek Myths
1990

this compelling collection of ancient greek and scandinavian myths features many of the most
famous and celebrated tales of antiquity within this book are timeless stories from ancient greece
such as icarus the young man whose infamous flight became a cautionary tale on folly and the
heeding of advice and orpheus the fabled musician whose wife euridice encounters great peril
adventure stories such as the caledonian hunt bring stunning displays of action while the exploits of
ancient and godly heroes such as perseus and his winged horse relay the elemental power with
which the ancient gods were attributed later in the text we find several representative examples of
nordic myth the valiant story of roland the paladin and freya the formidable queen of the northern
gods are told the epic story of beowulf is rendered here in prose form and all allude to the furious
capacities of the nordic gods compiled and authored by greek historian and scholar jeanie lang the
accounts within this text combine superb research with strong readability with the freshness and
originality of each story easy to behold and enjoy whether you be a student of the classics or a
general enthusiast for enduring ancient mythology
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Great Myths of the World
2005-08-10

the classical gods of rome uncoiled from the fertile imaginations of the ancient greeks whose gods
were passionate and violent jealous of their powers and subject to both mighty outbursts of love
and all consuming bouts of vengeful war the dark forces of the ancient world were held at bay by
the resourceful and emerging civilisation that formed the basis of western culture providing a
tradition of fabulous tales that are retold in this new book flame tree 451 from mystery to crime
supernatural to horror and myth fantasy and science fiction flame tree 451 offers a healthy diet of
werewolves and mechanical men blood lusty vampires dastardly villains mad scientists secret
worlds lost civilizations and escapist fantasies discover a storehouse of tales gathered specifically
for the reader of the fantastic

A Book of Myths
2016-07-26

robert graves classicist poet and unorthodox critic retells the greek legends of gods and heroes for
a modern audience he demonstrates with a dazzling display of relevant knowledge that greek
mythology is no more mysterious in content than are modern election cartoons all the scattered
elements of each myth are assembled into a harmonious narrative and many variants are recorded
which may help to determine its ritual or historical meaning full indexes and references to the
classical sources make the book as valuable to the scholar as the general reader and a full
commentary on each myth interprets the classical version in the light of contemporary
archaeological and anthropological knowledge

Greek & Roman Myths
2018-12-15

endymion pelops daedalus pygmalion we recognize the names but what are the stories behind these
and other familiar gods from the greek pantheon names that recur throughout the history of
european culture drawing on an enormous range of sources robert graves has brought together
elements of these myths in simple narrative form he retells the adventures of the most important
gods and heroes of the ancient greeks his work has become the reference for the serious scholar as
well as the casual inquirer

The Greek Myths
1960

a vivid uninhibited retelling of the classic greek stories songs on bronze is the first major retelling
of greek mythology in half a century a set of lively racy dramatic versions of the great myths which
in a multicultural society are recognized more than ever as stories without equal most of us would
like to know the greek myths better than we do and books like seamus heaney s beowulf have
demonstrated the power of ancient texts to enchant and enthrall us and yet the modern translations
of the greek myths have sought to instruct to edify or to impart a personal philosophy songs on
bronze is different with this book nigel spivey a young cambridge classicist and rising star as a
documentary host gives us the greek myths as the spellbinding stories they are in bold sensuous
prose he tells of demeter and persephone of jason and the argonauts of the wrath of achilles and
the travels of odysseus of oedipus s crime and orpheus s excursion into the underworld in his hands
these stories are revealed anew as outsize tales of love and strife of secret compacts and open
rivalries of lust and desire songs on bronze is a fresh revision of the classics that is likely to become
a classic in its own right
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The Greek Myths
1992

classical mythology offers both newcomers and long time enthusiasts new ways to navigate the
world of greek and roman myths and legends beginning by explaining what classical mythology is
how it came into being and how we know about it today although classical myths and legends are
often encountered separately they actually make up a coherent self contained system a corpus of
narratives with geography history and interrelationships as well as narrative rules and conventions
the present book explores the individual stories and the cosmic realms in which they are situated
and introduces the principal characters gods nymphs satyrs centaurs monsters and humans along
with their relationships to one another how they are similar how they differ and why deities and
humans need each other it describes the physical worlds in which the mythic action takes place
terrestrial landscapes and waters the lofty abode of the olympian gods the lowly realm of the dead
and tartaros cosmic prison for defeated supernatural beings the main part of the book gives a
detailed narration of the principal events of classical mythology in chronological sequence from the
beginning of the cosmos to the end of the heroic age showing the relationship of individual
narratives to the whole this chronological narration is complemented by a mythological dictionary
of the most important characters and themes in addition the dictionary discusses key concepts that
are crucial for understanding how classical mythology functions richly illustrated with more than
one hundred images drawn from ancient art the second edition of this unparalleled guide includes a
thoroughly revised introduction augmented lexical entries an updated further reading section and
enlarged discussions about the reception of classical mythology and the impact of cognitive science
on the study of myth whether you wish only to explore the narratives or do research on a specific
aspect of the whole this handbook is the best available guide to an extraordinary cast of characters
to the fascinating world in which they play out their fates and to current work on classical
mythology

Songs on Bronze
2005-06-08

presents an introduction to ancienct greek and roman myths gods goddesses monsters and magical
beasts

Myth
1975

winner of honourable mention at 2015 royal dragonfly book awards picture book category finalist at
the wishing shelf children s book awards 2015 odysseus is the third book in the early myths
collection a series of children s picture books about greek myth each book tells the tale of a
character from mythology and brings the story to life through the inspiration from art and
literature the books are aimed at 4 to 8 year olds are beautifully illustrated and easy to read our
picture book of odysseus tells one of the greatest stories from greek mythology our hero sails away
to take part in a great war but his success at the battle is followed by encounters with monsters
nymphs gods and heroes and result in a long journey home learn about his adventures and his
quest to rejoin his beloved family followed by his troubles with the guests at his palace and his aim
for a quieter family life this book joins the award winning early myths collection in 2014 early
myths won a bronze medal at the moonbeam children s awards for the first book in the series
perseus our second book was jason the golden fleece and our latest release is atalanta our fifth
book will be released in late 2016
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Classical Mythology
2020-07

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving
and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the
original work

Myth
2004

this book written by andrew lang on the study of modern mythology is a captivating exploration of
the ways in which myths are created in the wake of significant events he discusses the process of
mythmaking examining how the stories and symbols that emerge out of a time of upheaval or
trauma can shape our understanding of the world and provide a powerful source of meaning and
connection

The Everything Classical Mythology Book
2010-02-10

presents an introduction to greek mythology discussing the history of ancient greece its gods and
goddesses the myths associated with the natural world and the legacy of greek culture on the
modern world

Myth
2017-01

what makes something mythic what do mythic events and narratives have to do with us in
mythology david leeming offers an unusual and effective approach to the subject of mythology by
stressing universal themes through myths of many cultures this anthology collects a wide array of
narrative texts from the bible to english literature to interpretations by joseph campbell c g jung
and others which illustrate how myths serve whole societies in our universal search for meaning
leeming illustrates the various stages or rites of passage of the mythic universal hero from birth to
childhood through trial and quest death descent rebirth and ascension the arrangement of texts by
themes such as childhood initiation and divine signs the descent to the underworld and
resurrection and rebirth strip mythic characters of their many national and cultural masks to reveal
their archetypal aspects real figures including jesus and mohammed are also included underlining
the theory that myths are real and can be applied to real life this edition is updated to include
additional heroine myths as well as navajo indonesian indian chinese and african tales

Myth
1994

just as a little child holds out its hands to catch the sunbeams to feel and to grasp what so its eyes
tell it is actually there so down through the ages men have stretched out their hands in eager
endeavour to know their god and because only through the human was the divine knowable the old
peoples of the earth made gods of their heroes and not unfrequently endowed these gods with as
many of the vices as of the virtues of their worshippers as we read the myths of the east and the
west we find ever the same story that portion of the ancient aryan race which poured from the
central plain of asia through the rocky defiles of what we now call the frontier to populate the
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fertile lowlands of india had gods who must once have been wholly heroic but who came in time to
be more degraded than the most vicious of lustful criminals

Odysseus
2016-01-06

a collection of myths from many cultures

A Book of Famous Myths and Legends
2008-06-01

indian mythology is a teeming storehouse of heroes and heroines who are psychological studies in
themselves did you know for instance how krishna s son who was his father s alter ego tackled the
curse to be the destroyer of his entire clan did you know that sage gargi was the only lady amongst
legendary sages who competed for the prize for the greatest sage in the sub continent did you know
that sahadev the youngest pandava had qualities lacking in any of his other better known brothers
did you know that shakuni is actually a tragic hero myth and the mind is a collection of six short
stories about very interesting personalities in indian mythology these men and women are all great
and they are all human beings in whom we will all discover a small part of ourselves

Modern Mythology
2019-11-20

through myth we are connected to timeless worlds that immeasurably enhance our own experience
as travelers in time here eliot explores hidden dimensions of myth in ways not previously opened
first the time dimension or dimensions a most mysterious subject that myth illuminates what is the
true second the art of dimension or dimensions a few artists create near miracles and mythic
depths may be shown to underlie the factual what is the beautiful third the ethical dimension or
dimensions this evermore controversial area envelopes our daily lives it impinges upon some and
inspires others what is the good here you will find no easy answers to the great questions that
humanity has asked itself from the beginning instead you will see the questions themselves unfold
in fresh and sometimes thrilling ways

Understanding Greek Myths
2012

could a monster whose very look turns men to stone be a challenge too perilous even for the son of
zeus king polydectes has designs on perseus mother danaë but first the king must get rid of young
perseus once and for all so polydectes hatches a plan to trick the young hero into performing an
impossible task slay the snake haired gorgon monster medusa whose very look turns men to stone
yet as the son of zeus king of the gods perseus has many powerful allies will perseus strength and
courage and the favor of the gods allow him to do the impossible

Mythology
1998-05-28

jason and the golden fleece is the second book in the early myths collection a series of children s
picture books about greek mythology each book tells the tale of a character from myth and brings
the story to life through inspiration from art and literature the books are aimed at 4 to 8 year olds
are beautifully illustrated and easy to read the story of jason tells one of the oldest stories from
greek myth our hero tries to win back the throne stolen from his father but is challenged to a great
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adventure to prove his skills he gathers to greatest of the heroes and sails to the edges of the world
to win the fabled fleece he returns to greece with princess medea to claim his prize but faces many
obstacles along the way jason and the golden fleece followed perseus which won a bronze medal at
the moonbeam children s awards 2014 our third book odysseus has received two awards an
honourable mention at the 2015 royal dragonfly books awards and a finalist position in the 2015
wishing shelf children s book awards our latest book is atalanta which was released at the end of
2015 and our fifth book will be released in late 2016

A Book of Myths
2008-03

theories of myth a companion to the author s world mythology an annotated guide to collections
and anthologies scarecrow press and salem press 1996 has been written to serve the needs of
college undergraduates high school students and general readers approaching the study of myth
for the first time whereas the earlier volume describes the plethora of anthologies collections and
general introductions to myth from around the world theories of myth lists the most important
english language studies of myth theory which attempt to answer the questions what is myth how
does it function in human society and how is it to be interpreted here the reader will find the most
significant theoretical studies of traditional stories legends tales and sagas from around the world
which attempt to address such questions from a variety of perspectives includes an author editor
index and a subject index

The Illustrated Book of Myths
1995-09-05

myths of greece and rome narrated with special reference to literature and art by h a guerber
published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre
from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of
world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to
produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format

Myth and the Mind
2019-07-02

Myth and Cosmos
1967

The Timeless Myths
1996

Perseus
2017-01-01
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Jason and the Golden Fleece
2016-01-19

Theories of Myth
1997

Myths of Greece and Rome. Narrated with Special
Reference to Literature and Art
2023-09-18

Man the Myth-maker
1981
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